Obtaining Extended Time
on College Entrance Exams

w

One Family’s Story

   submitted a request to allow her son,
Michael McManus, extended time on the ACT (American
College Test) standardized exam for college admission, she didn’t
anticipate any problems. Because Michael was diagnosed with
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) and had a
Section 504 plan, he was allowed extra time to take tests at
school. Plus the family had submitted all of the documentation
required for an extension.
In addition, the College Board, which administers
the SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test), PSAT (pre-Scholastic Aptitude Test) and Advanced Placement (AP)
standardized tests, had granted Michael extra time
without question. When a reviewer from ACT denied
Michael’s request, Methvin was shocked.
“Most parents of kids with AD/HD are used to
coming up against brick walls and having to explain
their child’s situation,” she said. “But this denial just
didn’t seem to make sense.”
Standardized tests like the ACT and SAT are used
by the majority of colleges and universities not only
to evaluate students for admission, but also to indicate
how well individuals will be able to handle collegelevel work. The better students score on these tests,
the greater their chances are of getting in to the institution of their choice.
While many students feel some anxiety about their
test results, those dealing with AD/HD face special
challenges. Like the majority of children and adults

with AD/HD, Michael has issues with focusing, concentration and other cognitive functions that affect
his performance in school. Although he is identified
as a gifted student, Michael processes information differently and generally needs extra time to synthesize
the information and follow directions.
“Many people with AD/HD take in things globally and demonstrate great creativity,” said Methvin.
“But unfortunately, their natural mode of approaching
the world often doesn’t translate well to the rules of
the school system.”
Methvin knew that having extended time on the
ACT would help Michael’s performance. The family
continued to push for test accommodations, appealing
ACT’s decision three times and went to the extreme of
asking for mediation from the Department of Justice
before their request was granted. In the process, Methvin did extensive research into the decisions regarding
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other
laws as they apply to children and adults with AD/HD.
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The better that students score
on standardized tests—like the
ACT and SAT—the greater their
chances are of getting in to the
institution of their choice.
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She believes that even though the Department of
Justice ultimately declined to act, the fact that a complaint had been filed and was pending contributed to
ACT’s finally looking at its actions from a legal standpoint. She said, “I would definitely do it again, and I
would recommend that others ask for mediation as
well. If the Department of Justice gets enough of
these complaints, eventually they will act, so for that
reason, I would encourage others to do this also.”
“Michael’s father and I have law degrees so we
were able to present a good case for accommodations
when we needed to,” explained Methvin. “I would like
to share what we learned with other parents so that

they can have access to resources that might help their
children receive the accommodations they need to
succeed on these tests.”
In Michael’s case, ACT’s initial denial stated that a
diagnosis of AD/HD by itself does not establish a
disability as defined by the ADA, and there was no
evidence that he couldn’t demonstrate his knowledge
in the time allowed. In addition, ACT’s reviewer concluded that Michael did not show evidence of a disability that “substantially limits” a major life activity,
such as learning. Compared to “the average person in
the general population” Michael’s performance was
adequate, even though his I.Q. is in the gifted range.
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Methvin pointed out that colleges use SAT or ACT
test scores to evaluate that particular student, not the
general population. She asks, “Shouldn’t all children
have the opportunity to perform to the best of their
ability and not be limited to just average scores?”
“ACT said that Michael did
not meet legal definition of
someone who is disabled because
he was not failing,” said Methvin. “But the reason he wasn’t
failing was because he was getting accommodations in school
for his AD/HD, including extended time on tests when he
needed it.” Methvin cited laws
like the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to show that
academic performance, and not
Michael and his mother, Judge Methvin
just whether someone can learn,
must be considered when evaluating the disabling
effects of AD/HD.
In a subsequent denial, ACT said there was no
evidence that Michael had a history of poor grades or
academic struggles. When Methvin produced years of
report cards and notes from teachers who had noticed
Michael’s inattentiveness and lack of focus, ACT responded that Michael was simply an “under-performer.”
In a final appeal directed to ACT’s legal department, Methvin pointed out that it was improper for
ACT to dismiss Michael as an under-performer. His
AD/HD diagnosis meets the DSM-IV standard of the
American Psychiatric Association that he has “significant impairment in functioning.” Methvin’s fourth request for extended time was finally granted, and Michael took the ACT test in February 2006.
A year before, Michael had taken the PLAN test,
ACT’s pre-test that gives students and parents an idea
of how students will perform on the ACT. Michael ran
out of time on every section of the PLAN, and his
ACT score was predicted to be in the 50th percentile.
With extended time on the ACT, Michael was able to
complete the test, and his composite score was 32,
placing him in the 96th-99th percentile for the five
sections of the test. The higher score more accurately
reflected his knowledge and his ability to do collegelevel work.
“It breaks my heart to compare Michael’s extraordinary triumph on the ACT to the poor or average
outcome which he would have had—and which thou-

sands of kids with AD/HD are actually having—
without the necessary extended time on the test,” said
Methvin. “I see every day how the impressive ACT
test score has changed Michael’s life and his future.
We are being inundated with college applications, and
Michael has a new way of viewing himself.” ■
Paula L. Novash is a freelance writer.
Mildred E. Methvin is a graduate of Georgetown University Law
Center and has been a federal magistrate judge in Lafayette, La., for
23 years. She is the mother/step-mother of five children and has
one grandchild.

Documentation
Although Michael’s dramatic improvement in
test scores was extraordinary and such a large
difference is not typical, individuals with
AD/HD may still benefit to some degree from
extended time. For parents or students requesting or appealing for extended time, Methvin
suggests making sure their documentation is as
complete and comprehensive as possible. The
Methvin-McManus family submitted evidence
of early impairment; a full psychological evaluation with testing; a diagnosis using the DSMIV criteria; an interpretive summary and recommendations of extended time on tests; a copy of
Michael’s 504 plan, which allows extended time
on tests; and documentation showing that because of his impairment from AD/HD, Michael
cannot complete a standardized test in the
normal time allowed.
Methvin also suggests contacting the testing
organization and speaking to the test accommodations coordinator, appealing promptly and
being persistent.
“It’s important to make it clear that a denial
is not an appropriate response. All children have
the right to perform up to their ability, and
(these tests) can affect their chances in college
and label them in a way that does them a disservice,” Methvin points out.
For more information about how to request
accommodations on the ACT and SAT tests,
access their Web sites:
ACT
www.act.org/aap/disab/index.html

SAT
www.collegeboard.com/ssd/student/index.html
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Appeals Letters
Here are some points to address in a letter appealing a denial for accommodations. These are only
suggestions. Each situation is different and should
address the specific reasons for the denial.
■ We strongly object to the denial of our request
for extended time for (name) who is diagnosed
with AD/HD.
■ In your denial you state (quote reasons for denial). We disagree with this reasoning, and base our
appeal on (reasons you feel denial is incorrect).
■ (Name) was diagnosed with AD/HD (date) at
the age of (age).
■ The AD/HD affects his/her educational performance in the following ways: _____________.
■ He/she was recently evaluated by (name).
■ The evaluation results demonstrate _________.
■ His/her school has been provided with medical
documentation about this diagnosis.

We have requested accommodations for (name)
at school including (Section 504 Plan or Individualized Education Plan).
■ The school has the following accommodations
in place: ________________________________.
■ (Name) takes medication for AD/HD, but the
medication only helps with focus. It does not improve all of the impairments of AD/HD.
■ (Name)’s teachers have observed these types of
behaviors and deal with them in the following
ways: _________________________________.
■ (Name)’s AD/HD has affected his/her academic performance in the following ways: _______
_______________________________________.
■ Because every child should have the accommodations he/she needs to perform up to his/her
ability, we request reconsideration of the denial for
extended time. ■
■
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